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by Lloyd Benson
The undefeated Colby Mules put it all on the line tomorrow afternoon
when they travel to Geneva, N.Y. to face Hobart. Along with hopes of going
8-0, the Mules have a solid shot at gaining recognition all along the eastern seaboard if they win tomorrow.
A win could conceivably cinch the Lambert Bowl for Colby. The Lambert
Bowl is given to the outstanding small college team in the east. Colby is currently
Number Four in the race for this coveted cup. Undefeated Alfred is top ranked.
Alfred beat Hobart 31-28 for their only defeat of the season. If the Mules better
that score, Waterville, Maine, will be a household word in the Northeast.
The game will not come easily for Colby, if it is to come at all. Hobart
boasts an awesome running attack that is the envy of coaches all over the northeast.

by John Alsop
The results of the ECHO Presidential Candidate Preference Poll are in and
are .shown above. Faculty and students alike were quizzed on who they would
vote for in the coning election. George S. McGovern won handily in both
groups.
Over 1000 ballots were collected from the students. Considering the consistency of the results class by class, it could be said that the results are significant.
Slightly less than 50% of the faculty responded and whether or not these returns
are significant is a matter of conjecture. The disappointing return on the faculty
vote must be blarred on ECHO statisticians whose polling techni ques lack a certain
degree of refinement.
The ECHO must also apologize for giving McGovern a middle initial "B"
rather "S" on the ballot which in this case stands for Stanley.
To review the results of the poll : President Nixon polled 28% of the student
vote, Senator McGovern polled 57%. Fourteen percent of the students were
undecided. Nixon's strongest support came from the freshman class which gave
him 33% of the vote to McGovern's 54%. McGovern did best in the sophomore
class which gave him 62% to Nixon 's 27%. The greatest number of "undecideds "
came from the two upperclasses.
Judging from these results we could say that perhaps Nixon has support among
freshman whose ties with Mom and Dad are still strong. McGovern draws
strength from the sophomores, the first class victinised by the draft , and a class
which has most likely severed'ties with the folks and everything they stand for.
Juniors and Seniors, while giving McGovern a 2-1 margin of victory, demonstrated the most uncertainty about the whole business. Perhaps these veterans
of the sixties have seen too much of both men to be interested in either one. So
much for analysis and conjecture .
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Heading this ground assault is Ail-American Don Alexcevich. Alexcevich almost
beat the Mules single-handedly last year in what was a truly heart-stopping
performance. If he is allowed to romp again tomorrow, forget it.
Bowdoin showed that Colby's defense can be run against. If'the Mules do
not shore up their defense against the run , they may very well need 35 points
to win.
With linebacker Pete Card semi-injured (ankle) this is easier said than done
Hobart does not pass often , if at all. They threw only, eight times all last season.
Dick McGee knows what they will do, now all he has to do is prepare well
enough so they can't do it against us.
Hobart uses a defense (5-2) that Colby has run up against the last three
weeks. Neither MMA, Trinity, or Bowdoin contained the Colby attack . I don 't
think Hobart can.
This game, like all other football games will be won or lost in the pit.
The team that blocks better and tackles harder will win. It's as simple as that.
An enormou; amount of pressure falls on the shoulders of Bob Landsvik.
Paul Coleman (who has been playing in pain) John Loker, Jack Parker, and Mike
Fletcher. As the defensive line, they are in the best position to cram the Hobart
running game down their throats.
Blake Luce, Card, Bob Theberge and Bob Cooper must have outstanding
games to hold Hobart to under twenty points. The burden is on them.
If Hobart is not stopped, then the Colby offense will be put in the unfamiliar
position of having to score. It will be up to Cone. Gorniewicz, Hatton , and the
rest of the offensive unit to keep the Mules undefeated. The backbone of the
Colby offense is five men who make up absolutely the best small college offensive
line in New England. Luke Kimball, John Krasnavage, Scott Hobden, Ron
Ouellette, and Alex Wilson have gone unmentioned in this column and many
others all season long. This is unfair. Every Cone touchdown pass, every Gorneiwicz scoring romp is made possible because of them.
Colby is asking for more than that tomorrow. It must take and I know it will be
a team effort when at 4:30 tomorrow afternoon the Colby College Mules will
emerge 7-0. Next week : Bates.

Although the number of faculty returns is disappointing . those that we received showed strong support for McGovern , 76%; and aminimurh of support
for the incumbent 22%. There was only one "undecided" vote. A comparison
with the student results seems to suggest that the senator has collected all the
undecided votes. McGovern received almost unanimous support from the English
and History-Government departments. Nixon carried no departments. Again
the reader is reminded that less than 50% of the faculty responded to the poll
The poll was designed to discourage write-ins but there were a few anyway.
Shirley Chisholm led the pack with four votes. Bruce Young received three
votes. Also rans include Gus Hall, John Schmitz, Prof. Todrank , Alice Cooper,
Gary Lawless, Aubrey Moore and Ashley Roachclip.

Class

% for Nixon

1973
1974
1975
1976

Number of
votes cast
161
216
265
343

totals

985*

28% v

faculty

50

22%

25%
27%
27%
33%
*

% for
McGovern
57%
55%
62%
54%

% undecided

57%

14%

76%

2%

There were 17 write-ins, constituting 1% of the vote

.

18%
18%
11%
13%

J UNIOR BEER ABROAD
by Ingnd Svensson
Munich, Olympics, Oktoberfest. Dozensjof theaters
and museums. Opera . Bavarian Royal palaces, Bohemian
Schwabing. Oompah bands. An hour or so by train
to the nearest Alp. A nice place to learn some German
and a great place to spend a year. Lots of friendl y
Bavarians, often dressed in Lederhosen and Dirndl
dresses and more often enjoy ing the liter (1.1 quarts)
mugs of beer.
Approximately 24 thousand German students
attend the University of Munich , where there are
about four thousand courses offered. If you have
an overall B average and have had the equivalent of
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two years of college German, you canj;o there too ,
with the. junior Year in Munich program(JYM)
sponsored by Wayne State University in Detroit.
J YM requires you to take German Grammar
and Composition each semester. The other courses
you choose from the thousands of courses at the
University and those offered by the JYM<.institute,
such as Art History, European History and German
literature courses. There are tutorials for each lecture
course the JYM students take at the University ;
grades for these courses and the JYM courses are
based on one five page term paper in German and
a final exam.
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THURSDAY NOV .9th
between 9 a. m. and 3:30 p. m.

LIFETIM E GUARANTE E
$5. 00 deposit required

There are usually about 85 students from all over
the U. S'. with JY^each year, most but not all of
them are German majors. The group goes to Munich . .
in the beginning of September. Then there is a pretty
grueling five week orientation period consisting of 15
hours of grammar a week , plus 8 hours of historyassorted lectures and group projects. First semester
begins on October 15th , Christmas lasts three weeks,
and the semester ends on February 15th. Second semester runs fromApril 15th to July 15th , with several
long weekends, mostly in May. The two month semester
break most everyone spends traveling all over Europe.
I spent the first two weeks skiing in the Italian Alps,
then with a Student Railpass went to Caen, Paris,
Madri d, Stockholm , Copenhagen , Berlin and Salzburg.
Academically, spending a year with JYM is a lot
easier than Colby. No papers, no quizzes, no tests.
The difficult part is speaking German all the time,
but even that isn't too hard ; I did it after learning only
two years of German ( six semester courses) at Colby.
I didn 't learn only German in Munich; I learned
how to ride the public transportation system without
paying or getting caught at it , how to enjoy beer b y
the gallon, how to make friends with the butcher,
the baker , and the anti-Vietnam war , anti-Anericans,
and how to cure tonsilitis with onions and coffee
beans.
I recommend the Oktoberfest and Fasching (the
German month-long carnival) highl y, but the Hofbrauhaus
was a disappointing jumble of American tourists and old
men in search of p ickups, who outnumbered the standard
Bavarian drinkers.

4 WEEK DELIV ERY

German dormitories are completely coed and mine
had a bar in the cellar which was open for drink and
dance on Tuesdays and Fridays, plus a 24 hour beer
machine; the maids used to curse at me in Bavarian ,
th oigh , and I only got clean sheets every three weeks.
Th e Muni ch Univ ersi t y food was so bad that I
regretted ever having maligned Seiler's ; I cooked
for myself using a three-burner stove and a waist
high refrigerator, b oth o f whi ch were share d b y 19
p eop le.
Junior Year Abroad turned out to be a different
experience than I expected. Before leaving for Munich
my expectations consisted basicall y of learning t o
speak German fluentl y, making German friends , and
t he clichee'd widening of horizons. It just isn 't that
easy t hough , being a Sch eisskapitalist-imperialist
Amerikan , who kn ows no one a nd can 't even express
herself as well as any three-year old German kid. But
t he Germans are amazingly friendl y and pa t ient, and
don 't seem t o min d t oo mu ch having to speak t wice
as slowl y or wai t ing t wi ce as long for a reply. Besides,
it 's easy enough to drown your sorrows , be er cost s
50 cent s a lit er and a gram of hash costs onl y $1.20.

by Professor Harold R aymond
Unless not only the polls but every other method of
evaluating political sentiment are fantastically wrong,
George McGovern and the Democratic party face a
carushing defeat on Election Day. What should have
been at best a crusade and at the least aJively campaign
has proved to be one of the dullest and most disorganized political ventures in this Century. Good luck and
the opposition 's blunders have put the President so far
ahead that not only is suspense licking but he has been
relieved of the need to undertake any serious campaign
ing or discussion of the issues.
In endeavoring to explain Mr. Nixon's big lead one
cannot ignore the fact that it is in part due to his real
abilities and what many people regard as a record of
solid achievement; Much of the ineffectiveness of the
President's now almost hereditary band of detractors is
that they refuse to take him seriously. Instead of seeing
the skillfull and experienced politician with whom they
must contend , many Liberals can see only "tricky
Dicky" who is either a bad j oke or an American version of
Count Dracula. This sort of thinking has been fatal to the
Democratic canpaign. Democratic strategists hoped and
expected that Nixon would panic and destroy his candidacy if he was forced to "run scared." It is extremely
doubtful that Richard Nixon has any such tendency to
political self-destruction. In any event, we shall probably never know because good fortune and Democratic
mistakes have made it possible for him to refrain from
running at all. A dignifie d and leisurely stroll back to
the White House has been presented to the President.
It can be argued that events in the Spring of 1972
made the victory of any Democratic presidential candidate unlikely. This may be the first American election
to be strongly influenced if not decided in Moscow.
The failure of the Kremlin to provide more than a token

protest to Nixon 's renewal of the bombardment of North
Vietnam not only spared Nixon a dangerous international
crisis but paved the way for his role as a "statesman of
peace."
The Democratic chances were further damaged when
George Wallace was removed from the campaign by an
assassin's bullet. A study of the 1968 election returns
suggests that a substantial Nixon victory was turned into
the closest contest of the Century because Wallace
polled 13.5% of the vote. A healthy Wallace might
well have tried the third party route again in 1972 and
15 to 20% of the vote seems a modest estimate of his
impact. Most of these votes would have come from
people who now support Nixon , and without them the
President would not be so far ahead of McGovern.
Having admitted that events have not been kind
to the Democrats, one must recognize that their
own blundershave undermined the chances for a
respectable campaign or for a long shot victory.
Many constructive and long overdue reforms were
achieved in the selection of a Democratic nominee,
but in the process as much as a third or a half of
the party s traditional support among blue collar
workers, ethnics and the lower middle class was
alienated. People who had voted the Democratic
line since New Deal days were shocked to hear that
much of this tradition was "irrelevant" to the new
party leadership and that their local shop steward
or precinct captain was a "pig ". The degree to which
the party was really taken over by new leaders, radr
icals and long haired teenagers was grossly exaggerated
first by the rhetoric of McGovern's followers and then
by the news media. Such an impression was, however,
widespread and much of McGovern's campaign has
been devoted to bringing back the voters who could
have been taken for granted by any Democratic

by David DeLong
Next Tuesday millions of Americans will go to the
polls to vote for every thing from president to county
clerk.
While some still cling to the hope that Sen. George
McGovern will make a race of it , the latest Harris Poll
indicates that President Nixon has increased his lead
over McGovern to 60-23 percent , a 28 point margin.
This marks a reversal in the recent trend in which
McGovern had cut Nixon's lead from 34 to 25 percentage
points. Nixon 's recent gain is attributed to voter reaction towards the new possibility of a negotiated settle- '
ment in Vietnam.
While the outcome of the Presidential race may have
been decided in the minds of many by the growing number of pollsters, 18 governorships, 33 U.S. Senate seats,
all 435 House seats , and hundreds of state and local
offices will be filled next Tuesday.
Connecticut is the only state in NewEngland that
has no race for governor or senator but if Nixon takes
the state by as much as 1-50,000 votes three or four of
the Democratic House incumbents could be in trouble.
The South Dakota Senator has apparently lost much
support among labor and Catholic voters in Connecticut
ard organizational problems have caused one campaign
worker to call the state a "disaster area" for McG overn.
Rhode Island , the heaviest Democratic state (64 percent) in the nation in 1968 , has been leaning towards
Nixon throughout the campaign. Again predicted defections in the large Catholic vote and organizational
problems are to blame.
It also appears that the Democrats will lose Rhode
Island's governorship as former Attorney General Herbert F, DeSimone , a Republican , is favored over Democrat Philip Noel , mayor of Warwick.
In that tiny state 's Senate, race , incumbent Democra
tic Son. Claiborne Pell finds himself in a very tight race

opponent , Rep. William Hathaway, has stumped up and
down the state in an effort to win votes from his elusive opponent.
Nixon will almost unquestionably carry Maine. If
Hathaway is to beat Smith, McGovern must cut into
Nixon's lead and Maine's Democratic strongholdsLewiston, Waterville, and Biddeford-must turn out
big votes.
with ex-Governor and former Navy Secretary John
Sen. Smith told a news conference in Rockland that
Chafee. Both are very popular anti-war candidates but
she would not discuss issues in this campaign; she would
neither has been able to exploit a significant issue.
stand on her record . This attitude may have hurt her
Massachusetts is one state McGovern has a real shot
image somewhat.
at winning but even there it's an uphill battle. A poll in
Hathaway, a well regarded representative, has outearly October showed Nixon ahead 48 to 44 percent
spent Smith ten to one in this campaign and his personal
but the return of many alienated Democratic voters to
polls showed him trailing Sen. Smith by three points in
McG&vern should be enough to give him the state next
October. The election apparently will turn on the ReTuesday.
publican Senator 's age which is 74. It and nothing else
Republican Sen. Ed Brooke appears headed toward
has really been the key issue. But enough people it
re-election over his opponent District Attorney John
seems are in the habit of voting for her so that the
Droney. Brooke, running on his liberal Senate record ,
Senator from Maine will have little trouble gaining anohas-been more critical of Nixon 's conduct of the Vietther term in Washington.
nam" War than his conservative Democratic opponent.,
The race in Maine's first district is another one of
Vermont won 't break any traditions this year as this
those "clearest choice of the century" deals. Incumbent
persistently Republican state will remain so. GOP canDemocratic Rep. Peter Kyros, a liberal , is opposed by
didate Luther Hackett , former state house majority leader, conservative Republican Robert Porteous.
is expected to win the governorship over Democrat
At first the contest appeared to be a runaway for
Thomas Salmon , a pro-McGovern lawyer and former
Kyros who is seeking his third term but Porteous
house minority leader.
has campaigned heavily and there is always the danger
Despite good party organization McGovern also
of overconfidence in such a race.
seems destined to lose in New Hampshire , another Repub
Maine's other congressional race is much tighter.
lican stronghold. Both Republican Meld rim Thomson ,
A well-liked liberal Democrat , Elmer Violette is
Jr. arid Democrat Roger J. Crowley had the support of
fighting it out with 31 year-old Bangor Mayor William
Manchester Union-Leader publisher William Loeb in
Cohen , a liberal Republican.
their gubernatorial primaries. Both won and will be faAlthough Republican by registration , this was
cing opposition fromindependent candidate Malcolm
Hathaway 's district for the past eight years. To keep it
McLane , a liberal Republican.
Democratic Violette needs a big vote in Lewiston and the
New Hampshire's Democratic Senator Thomas MclnSt. John River Valley. But as with Hathaway, a bad
tyre may have some trouble in his bid for re-election.
showing
by McGovern could hurt Violette.'' -'
His opponent is ex-Governor Wesley Powell , another
In the local state senate race Democrat Earl Smith
Loeb favorite , but the outcome will be determined
feels he must carry Waterville by 1 ,000 votes if he is
largely by the size of Nixon 's victory in the state.
to beat Republican' Cyril Joly.Jr. This is a large order as
Here in Maine the Senate race has more or f lcss been
there are only about 6,000 votes in the town and no one
a microcosm of the presidential contest. A Republican
has won by that m argin before.
incumbent, Sen. Margaret Chase Smith, has carried on a
Con 't on pg, 7
low key campaign while her younger liberal Democratic

candidate since 1932.
In the early summer there seemed a faint hope
that McGovern's strategists were right in believing
that a real realignment of American politics was
under way. The angry Hard Hats, Irish Catholics
and Sovthern whites who had been drifting away
from the party since 1964 and who now made McGovern's nomination an excuse for a mass exit just
might be replaced by an influx of blacks , militant
women and newly registered youth. The census figures
were always a major argument against this theory. Now
it is quite clear that not only are there simply not
enough Blacks, students, etc. but that these groups
have become rather indifferent to the bumbling McGovern candidacy. The final irony of the campaign
is that as the Democratic candidate begins to gain
a little in the polls the votes desperately sought are
those of the traditional Democratic coalition.
McGovern has never been able to find "the issue"
or pass from explaining his own difficulties to an
effective critism of the administration. He has worked
frantically and with limited success to obliterate the
image created in the Spring and early Summer of George
McGovern, the radical but indecisive champion of the
counter culture. In the process he has been badly
advised, betrayed by his supposed allies and he remains
partly alienated from his natural constituency . All
of this is sad not only for the Democratic party and
for America but also for George McGovern. Under
different circumstances he might have been an able
and successful Democratic candidate in the great
tradition of Roosevelt, Truman and Kennedy.
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Mules Hit Editorial Page
They say everyone loves a winner and if
^
that's the case the Colby College football team
for the last ten years has been the most love
starved team in Maine — next to Bates.
'
But last weekend at the Bowdoin game the
band put on uniforms, students responded to
the cheerleaders, and some even sang "Hail
Colby Hail!" at halftime.
Ah , the wonder of a winning team.
But tommorrow the Mules face their biggest
test of the season. Against Hobart in Geneva,
N. Y. all those dreams of an undefeated team will
be on the line.
For seniors Bob Landsvik, Brian Cone, and
Alex Wilson it has been a long four years. But
for head coach Dick McGee and his staff it
has been even longer. The blocking and tackling
drills, the skull sessions, and the wind sprints —

etters

To the Editor of the Echo:
I thought the Echo coverage of my appearance
at Student Government very fair. I am not certain
I want to be thought of as being "perfectly clear"
in my answers to questions, but we will let that pass
for the moment without asides, political or otherwise. I do have a couple of comments, though.
First, perhaps I should be gratified at being
referred to as "venerable," or at least to having a
"venerable head." I have been scratching that extremity in an effort ot understand what the phrase
means. The Oxford English Dictionary, Volume
XII , page 94, lists under definition 4, an attractive
possibility, namely: "rendered impressive by the
appearance of age." In this connection it was used
as early as 1610, and Dickens in Edwin Drood
(1870) is listed as having referred to a building as
a "venerable brick edifice." The compliment is
accepted for all it is worth.
Second , the writer of the article expressed regret
that more opportunities of this sort are not available. A word of history. For several years we gave
dinners at our house for members of the senior
class. Students appeared not to enjoy them and
they were a lot of work , so we discontinued the
practice. For a number of years we had open houses
on Sunday evenings. Students stopped coming so
we gave that up. There was a time when we scheduled
assemblies for this kind of purpose , but the attendance dropped off to a rather grudging and probably bored handful. Sic transit, But if Student Government wishes to invite me again I will enjoy
coming back for another evening. If anyone can
think of other ways in which the same informal
kind of conversation can be accomplished , I would
be equally delighted. My good wishes to the Echo,
and my thanks, venerable or 'otherwise.
RELS
Dear Sirs,
Having successfully completed Professor
Jane Wyman's English 115 course , I feel it my
duty to correct the improper usage of the word
"while" (in place of although) in the letter written to the editors last week by Mrs. Wyman's
husband , Associate Professor of English and
Dean of Students Williard Wyman. All freshmen
enrolled in Mrs . Wyman 's course know that the
error is a common one, however, and that those
who make it, whether they be students or prof essors, should be forgiven on occasion. Therefore, if Mrs. Wyman will consider forgiving the
dean , the rest of us can surely do the same.
With All Due Respect,
Paul Casto

all have been well worth it whether the Mules
win or lose.
For if Colby wins the dreams of an undefeated
season will all bvjt be reality. If they lose, the
Mules will still probably finish 7-1 after meeting
hapless Bates next week. Such a record is by
far the best a Colby football team has turned in
in a long time and one to be proud of.
The ECHO wishes the Mules the best of luck
tommorrow and even if they lose hopes that
records like the one this season become more
the rule than the exception. We love writing those
big headlines.

Liberals and the Political Mainstream
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The results of our presidential preference
poll really should come as no surprise to anyone.
The very make up of the school dictates that
it should favor the election of liberal George
McGovern. If there is a surprise it is that McGovern
didn 't get a bigger margin.
What we should be asking ourselves is why
does most of the rest of the country feel just

Editor; THE ECHO.
What? Nostalgia for the fifties? Do I have to live
through that again? As one who graduated from
both high school and college in the fifties I can claim
a place as a real live piece of nostalgia. Shall I sell
tickets? No, rather you should all go see THE LAST
PICTURE SHOW again for a real good fifties
glimpse. Even though that was small town Texas
and I was big town (Brooklyn) New York... the
essentials were there : crummy music, apathetic, repressed, hostile people, exploitative sex, the war of
the sexes, tons of hard booze, and a generally hopeless and fearful world. The fact is we can never,
thank God , go back to the fifties. The fifties
WAS the BOMB. We all expected to die in a world
wide holocaust at any moment. We resisted knowing
that we were impotent in our sense of the destiny of
the world...in that sense of preserving it from nuclear
war...but we showed in our fifties life style that we
did know, down deep, that we were impotent. In
THE LAST PICTURE SHOW the young man in the
motel has to admit to his sexual impotence. It destroys him. He becomes a soldier...seeks his "macho"
in violence. This was the fifties-. Elvis and all the
grease-balls, the rise of pro-football, movie forms
dominated b y violence and short on sex. All a big
"macho" game to hide from fear of THE BOMB.
The turning in some public sense may well have been
DR\ STRANGELOVE (subtitled , as I recall, "or
how Icame to love thebomb"). It manifested our
fifties fear as satire. We "faced" it...put a face on it..,
we could see it...we did not fear it ni ght and day.
Enter the sixties.
Ok we won't go on with the sixties*. But they
were different as you well know. We feared nerve
gas and germ warfare for a while...and strove to regain political potency. With it came sexual potency
A lot of action that we poor fifties boozers missed.
Ah, well. One does not choose his time on earth.
Now the seventies, and you speak of nostalgia
for the fifties...of seeing a return to fifties values.
I think this is simple surface effect. What is really
happening is different. The keys may lie in articles
such as BOOZE RENAISSANCE and the review of
the recent crafts fair , and in the rise and success of
a paper like MAINE TIMES. What in the fifties
was bland national despair and boozing from sea to
shining sea, all to the tune of "Chickery-chickChallaw-Challaw"and other such public music, is
today a kind of emerging regionalism. Perhaps the
reason no one reall y cares about the presidential
election is not fifties apath y, but a shift of energy.
I feel this in myself at any rate. Nader's report on
the congress is indicative of a return to interest in
"local" politics , and of a final disgust with the fruitlessness of basing hope for change in the executive.
People are tired of finding so much of their lives
taken up with duds like Nixon and McGovern.
Whether it is really true or not, we don 't believe
the bomb is going to fall right now. We are inCon '* on pg. 7

the opposite. Is the so called Northeast liberal
establishment doomed to years of play ing a ninority
role in American politics as the Southern Democrats once did?
If we sit here in our snug little way arid think
to hell with the rest of America we will only
be pushing ourselves further and' further out of
the mainstream of American political thought —
no matter how much we may disagree with it.
After this election theDemocratic party will
probably find itself in . much the sairie situation
the Republicans were in after 1964. People will
wonder for a while if the two party system is
going to survive now that the Republican party
is so strong.
But the Democratic party will rebound. The
McGo\ern liberalism so many of us worship and
the rest of the country isn't ready to accept will
be pushed aside. Democrats will be forced to
accept some of the ideas that we now scoff at
as middle American.
For if they don't look more closely at the
American voter and what he really believes in,
President Nixon 's re-election next Tuesday will
be only the second of many Republican victories
in the years ahead.
cover photo by Steve Palmer
Mule d efenders close in on a B o w d o i n ballc arrier
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Maybe the wayto changethe world
is to join a large cor porat ion.
We don't make a lot of noise, but this is where it's
really happening. You see, a large corporation like Kodak has
the resources and the skill to make this world a little more decent place to live. And we intend to do what we can to see
that this is exactly what happens.
Take our home city, Rochester, New York for exampie. We cut water pollution in the Genesee River by using
natural bacteria to dispose of unnatural wastes. We cut air
pollution by usin g electrostatic precipitators in a new combustible waste disposal facility. We helped set up a black
enterprise program in downtown Rochester, and we've been
experimenting with film as a way to train both teachers and
students—including some students who wouldn't respond to
anything else.
And we didn't stop with Rochester. Kodak is involved
in 47 countries all over the world. Actively involved.

m

KM

Why? Because it's good business. Helping to clean
the Genesee River not only benefits society...but helps protect another possible source for the clean water we need to
make our film. Our combustible waste disposal facility not
only reduces pollution... but just about pays for itself in
heat and power production and silver recovery. Our black
enterprise program not only provides an opportunity for the
economically disadvantaged... but helps stabilize communities in which Kodak can operate and grow. And distributing
cameras and film to teachers and students not only helps
motivate the children... but helps create a whole new market,
In short, it's simply good business. And we're in business to make a profit. But in furthering our business interests,
we also further society 's interests.
And that's good. After all, our business depends on
society. So we care what happens to it.

Koda k

More thana business.
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by Manna E. Thibeau
Being one of the few freshmen representatives
in Stu-G this year , I started out with great plans for
Co lb y, and then I was informed that , for the most part ,
Col by peop le aren 't at all politicall y active and really
don't care what , where or wh y Stu-G is here on campus
If student government is trul y important , then wh y no
more interest than has been shown?
For a freshman 's side of one story, I found out
about Stu—G from the Activities Fair (where everyone
was signing up for the Glee Club and Powder and Wig.)
and the handbook. There were many freshmen who
did not find out in time (who may not have found out
yet) and so missed their chance this year to partici pate
i n Co lby 's governance. If one says that there 's always

next .year, it doesn 't appear to be enoug h of an answer;
there 's been time wasted and experience lost. Or ,
if one says that anyone interested enough would have
made the effort to find out — not fair still. Where does
a freshman go to ask?
Not offering reasons for lack of upperclas smen
partici pation , I can onl y suggest some for my own class.
If it 's at all important to anyone that each new class at
Colby be , at least , aware of its system of government ,
then here 's a few recommendations with which to make
a start. Most fresh men entering college , I' m sure , read
the orientation material sent , and student government
information , including a list of the opportunities for
freshmen partici pation , could be sent as well , and
perhaps even included in the bulletin. Seemingly,
government is not a big major at Colb y; with a strong
and forceful student government offered , perhap s
it could come to be.
This first orientation could serve to show the
freshman another , potentiall y important , aspect of
college life ( at this time , he 's usuall y worried about
phys.ed. and the roommate he 's going to hate).
Introductory meetings could be held for freshmen , once
they have arrived on campus obviousl y in time for
them to make a decision .about running for a representative position , And if the effort were to be continued
throughout the school year , it seems possible that the
interest generated would , too ,
For , if enough interest was generated through a
special interest taken and a strong effort madcon the
part of Stu-G to orient Colby 's new people, perhaps the
elections could become more competitive , the students
more supportive , and Stu-G much more active .

Band Chutzpah
This year's Colb y Band has alread y proven itself
an integral part of an alread y unusual year. The group,
laboring under the handicap of a limited membershi p,
has done trul y amazing things in the area of the performing arts. Under the capable and gifted leadershi p
of band president David Bailey and vice-president
Jim Signorile , the band took in several new players
at the beginning of the year and then launched a
season that has so far been termed "trul y incredible , "
Rehearsals twice a week culminated in the first
performance , the halftime show at the fi rst home
football game. The spirit disp layed at that game was
once again present at the upper-class Parents weekend
game where the Band collectivel y soaked up about 14
quarts of rain water (and two very soggy drums) (this
game was subsequentl y referred to as "the stup idest
thing we've ever done, ") before a stirring halftime
show dedicated to all the •'Bi g Spenders " in the stands
with their Colby offspring , That performance , and
another at the concert that ni ght , was later likened to
"....the Boston Fops. "

For the next parent s weekend , David and Jim
eastern philosop hies that teach wholeness. This
joined Mr. John Rynne , the official band director ,
regionalism will not be a return to a previous way
in conducting a stirring program of variations on
of life , not a nineteenth century retreat. What will
American favorites. The following day, not content
happen will be that our worlds will become both
with resting on their laurels , the group proceeded
smaller and larger. We will be regional and local...
to work up a whole new half-time routine for the
basing our lives in real needs and interests , and we
game that may not have "made much sense ", but whic h
will become international...b y way of the continuonce again disp layed an incredible amount of chutzpah.
ing expansion (but radical redirection ) of our techThe finale of the fall band season was the Bowdoin
nology. What will drop out will be nationalism...
game. The party began with the "Colb y Marching
that clumsy unreal middle-scale...and with it
Band" play ing marches from Runnal s Union , past
NixonMcGovern and all that impossible bread. As
the library and the pond , and into the stadium to the
far as BOOZE RENAISSANCE goes, the point
enthusiastic disbelief of spectators along the way.
was made in the article that booze promotes social
The effect was hei ghtened by the fact that this was
interaction. My own observation has been that beer
the first time the group had appeared in uniform
and wine do indeed' promote sociability when in(Colb y band jackets and jeans) . The halftime show was
dulged in at the ratcof normal thirst. Any forced
an extraordinary mixture of audience spirit and precision drinking, and "chug-a-lugging " and you get drunk.
marching skills on the part of the band . The performance When you are drunk you have disappeared yourthat day definitel y left the Colb y band in a special place
self , and no matter what you think , you arc not
in the hearts of all Colby students and alumni , a position sociable , you are just a mess. It is hard work to get
that will be hard to beat in the future. But what else
drunk on beer , but we fifties folk were very
can you say about a band that didn 't die , that played
good at it. It is easier to get drunk on wine. But
Sousa , Beethoven , the Beatles and marched ?
here is the important observation. All hard booze
is made for onl y one reason: to get drunk on. You
have to work very hard NOT to get drunk on hard
LETTERS LETTERS LETTERS LETTERS
stuff, And so , as one who could tell many college
LETTER S LETTERS LETTERS LETTERS
talcs, I advise anyone starting out to drink to avoid
the hard stuff. Don 't believe the ads and don 't becon 't fro m pag e 4
lieve the heavy boozers. Hard stuff gives you a
quick lift , but shortl y thereafter...around the third
terested in the environment in new (reall y old)
u
of
fourth drink...you will begin to be destroyed.
ways. We see the impotence of the national execu
Your brain will be slowl y turne d to jell y. You will
tive branch. It is all a bore. What we want to do
rage, you will weep, you will vomit and pass out.
is work and live at a hunu n scale...among lives
You will wake up wretched and in despair , if you
that we can trul y comprehend and affect. This is the
work yourself ever on the hard stuff. This is the
"love" bit of the sixties. So we find ourselves fashonest to ninetecn-fifties truth. I simpl y feel comcinated bya crafts show , and by courses in the arts.
pelled to tell it the way it is, A night of rage,
(This is a far cry fromthc "basket-weaving "
fistfights , impotence and despair was known as a
nwekcry of the fi fties that I grew up through ) .
good time in the fifties , but I have more hope for
We arc interested in gardens , in cycles of the land ,
you people today. (Am I right?)
in reli gion that does not call itself reli g ion , in

So if drinking is on the increase I hope it will
indeed be social drinking in the best sense...the light
drinking that can open a reticent person up to a
p leasant and honest conversation and can give one
a bit of intimacy with his own soul. Beer and wine,
both originall y the result of natural p henomena on
this earth , can be part of this. But hard stuff is a
man-made bad tri p...a bummer. When I was in college I was in and around a lot of boozing, I felt
then and I feel even more in retrospect , that our
drinking, when it was heavy, was provoked by
loneliness , fear , and our sense of cosrric impotence, It would be very sad if this mood was now returning by way of booze , just when many other
indications show me hope for a new regional life
style based upon human interaction at a human
scale.
Regards ,
Abbott Meader
Dept. of Art

Con 7 from pg. 3
Democratic mayor Richard Carey and Arthur Genest
are expected to have no problem in gaining another
term as state representatives from Waterville. But Democrat Eric Berg who is takin g Earl Smith' s place on the
ticket may have some trouble be ating out his Republican opponents Robert Ferris , Emilc Roy, and Clyde
Wheeler.
The removal of the big box from Maine 's ballot makes
it very difficult to predict the effect of the pre sidential
vote on the state and local races, Voters will now be
forced to look at each race individually before they vote.
This should lessen the coattail effect of a big ' pluralit y
in the presidential contest. But at the same time total
votes in loca l races should be smaller as people decide
not to vote in contests where they don 't recognize the
candidates ' names ,

PIGSKINNERSTRIUMPH2822
OVER HAPLESS BOWDIES!!
by Dan Rapaport ., • ¦'
Before an overflow crowd
(on one side at least) at Seaverns Field last Saturday, the
Colby Mules and Bowdoin Polar Bears put on a thrilling '.
football show that will be remerrbered by both present
and future alumni for a long
time. The Mules won the
game 28-22 and although it was
far from their best outing
of the season, the team still
went slightly hysterical with
joy as the final gun sounded,
for the victory represented
something special.
First, a Colby football
in a legitimate score, as they
team had not defeated a
took over on their own 47.
Bowdoin squad since 1959
From there, the Mules stayed
and with the Afcales holding a
mostly on the ground with Gor
5-0 record , and the Polar
niewicz and Don Joseph shaBears entering the contest
ring the ball-carrying duties.
winless, this had to be the year.
Gorniewicz picked 37 yards on
Second , Coach Dick McGee was
once an assistant at Bowthis drive and brought the ball
doin and on this day he hoped
to the 2 where Don Joseph
to show his tutors how well
plunged for the score. The exhe'd learned his lessons.
tra point attempt was missed
Finally, the victory put Colby
so the Mules led 6-0.
at 6-0 and they travel to N.Y.
Following the kickoff , Bowthis weekend for their showdoin drove to mid-field but
down at Hobart with an unfreshman roverback Bob
blemished record .
Cooper ended the drive with art
In the first half Colby
interception. The first half ,
squandered away several good
marked by penalty-spoiled scoscoring chances and in general
ring marches ended with the
didn't look like the sharp , wellhome team in front , 6-0.
drilled machine it had been in
The second half was decidedly different as both teams
their previous five contests.
sh!owed quite a bit of offensive
Bowdoin made good y ardage
power. Bowdoin took the kick
on the ground in the first half
off but fumbled at their own
but mostly on t h eir own sid e
41. Colby capitalized on this
of the 50, as the young Colby
turnover and in four plays indefense which has matured this
creased their lead. The big
year into a topnptch outfit conplay was Brian Cone's 25
tinually halted Polar Bear A
y ard tou chdown run on a roll
drives.
out. The Mules decided to go
The second half , however,
was a completely different story for the two extra points and
they wer e successful as Lane
as each team scored a lot of
rushed it in. The scoreboard
poin ts and Bowdoin displayed
now read 14-0.
such an awesome ground atBowdoin answered b ack
tack that it 's hard to believe that
t hey 've yet to win a game. The
with a twelve play.70 yard
drive, all on the ground. The
Bowdies marched up and down
Bowdies line opened up
the field in the second half but
big
hol es for their backs Bonat he Mules, led almost singlesera , Cavas , and Kubacki and
handedly by Peter Gorniewicz,
t
he Polar Bears simply churned
managed t o score one more
upfield. Bonasera capped the
time than their opponents .
scoring drive wit h a five yard
Here 's how the scoring went :
run and the two point converIn t he firs t period , there was
sion
as Bowdoin got on t h e
none. Colby got the ball on the
board . Suddenly t he lead had
Bowdoin 45 t hanks t o Blake
dwindled t o six and t he ease
Luce 's interception. The Mules
in which the Bowdies tore up
moved right down to the 2 3,
t he Colby defensive , caused
where Gorniewicz on an end
some worry in t he Mules '
run went all the way for an apranks.
parent score. The play, howBu t momen t s lat er , Gornieever , was called back because
wicz
relieved the pressure for a
a
cli
of
pp ing penalty.
while wi t h a spect acular 80
Late in t he firs t quar ter t he
^
yard kick-off return to up the
Mules marched to the Bowdoin
lead to 20-8. The Bowdies gave
7 and Brian Cone hi t Dave Lane
t he home t eam li tt le chance t o
in the end zone for what looked
sit on t heir lead as t hey charged
like Colby 's first score. This
their way up the field again ,
too was called back because of
doing their work mostl y on t he
a penalty. Meanwhile,, the
ground.
defense p layed a tough .first perAt t he Colb y 9, sophomore
iod to stymie the visitors.
Q
B
Kubacki pulled a st un t
Wi t h six minu t es gone in t he
second quart er, Colby began t heir which the Mules have used so
effec tively this year, This
their first drive that resulted

\

by Cheryl Booker
The Colby women 's tennis team finished w ith an undefeated season last Friday,
as they sparked an 8-0 shutout over the University of
Maine, Presque Isle. Although four of the Mules '
top players were away at the
New England Tennis Tournament, th e girls were able to
run away with their eighth
time he turned the tables as he
victory of the season.
rolled out, fli pped the ball to his
In the singles division, Colhalfback thentook a return pass
by's Sue Brown defeated
for the score. The visitors kicked Roxanne Mitten 6-0 and 6-0,
the extra point this time and were while sophomore Sally
in the game again , 20-15, and
Hawks slammed past Janet
that's how the wild third quarSeavey 7-6, 3-6, and 6-0.
ter ended.
The only doubles match
In the fourth period Colby
played found Cathy Pomieko
had possission on the Bowdoin
and Binkie Cammack vic35 as Dave Lane got off a good
torious over Terry Porter and
kickoff return. The Mules
Terry Hamm6-1 and 7-6.
marched to the score as GornieThe Colby team awarded
wicz capped the drive with a 10
its most valuable player award
yard run . The Mules again
of this season to freshman
went for two and Lane hauled
Janet McManama, who chalked
in a pass to make it 28-15.
up an undefeated record .
It appeared as if the Mules
In the New England Tennis
would be able to breathe even
Tournament last weekend at
more easier as Aubry Moore
Yale, Colby was represented
scooped up a loose ball on the
by Lynn Estes and J anet. McMa
kickoff to give Colby possesManama in singles, and Lynnie
sion at the Bowdoin 15. The
Bruce and Carol Majdalany in
Mules couldn 't capitalize, howdoubles.
ever, as th ey fumbled the ball
Lynn Estes made the quarback to thar opponents and the
terfinals, after receiving a bye
Bowdies set out on still anoin the first round and defeatther scoring drive. This drive
ing both her second and third
was ended by Kubacki's 8 yard
round opponents. On Saturrun and wit h t he ki ck , the visiday afternoon she was finally
tors trailed b y onl y 28-22.
knocked out of the tournaThe largely partisan home crowd ,
grimaced as the Mules couldn 't
move the ball for the rest of the
game and with 1:15 to play Bowdoin took over on their 25. Two
completions put the ball in Mule
territory, Kubacki then dropped b ack and spott ed Bonasera
over the middle. He hit him
with the pass at the 19 but Kevin M ayo 's jol t ing t ackle jarr ed the
the ball loose. Aubry Moor e
fell on it with seconds re> •
maining to give the Mules the
|
ball and the victory.
i
j
Alt hough the game was far
from a stylist ic classic(bo th
teams committ ed t urnovers and
penalties) it was still a thriller for t he large Homecoming
crowd. The win meant a lot
t o guide a few peop le. A word
must be said for Bowdoin , who
produced a fine effort for a
winless t eam and appeared t o be
much underrated. The BowHobart . Against a team as
dies racked up some imprest ough as Hobar t , t he Mules can
sive starts and came wit hin a
ill afford touchdowns being
hair of eng ineering a major up- set.
For Colby it was a satisf ying win in that the winless
streak vs. Bowdoin had ended
yet t he Mules realize t ha t t hey
must be sharper this week at

called back and fumbles deep
in enemy t erri t ory , This
corner wishes t he Mules luck
this week and offers some
small advice s
Go for two!!!

rrent by Rosenbloom of Yale,
who was seeded number one
after last year. The Yale
superstar who hadn't lost a
set in two years, defeated Lynn
only after their third set.
Janet McManama was defeated
in Friday's second round of
singles competition.
The Colby doubles team
overwhelmed the Wellesley
College women 8-6 and 8-6
in their first round. However,
a strong Radcliffe team defeated Lynnie Bruce and Carol Maj
dalany in the second round
after two sets, 6-3 and 6-2.
This Friday and Saturday,
November 3 and 4, the Maine
State Tennis Tournament is
being played here at Colby.
Lynn Estes and Janet McManama are seated first and second , respectively. Sue Brown
and Lynnie Bruce are entered
by Colby in the doubles competition. A strong Bates doubles team is seeded first in the
state meet.
The women's field hockey '

team squeeked past the University of Maine, Presqu e Isle,
in a 2-1 win last Friday at Colby. As the team's last game of
the season, the victory assured
the Mules that they would not re
cord a totall y winless y ear in
six starts.
Colb y 's hustling center forward , Nancy Gettens, scored
both Colby goals. Becky
Palmer snuck Presque Isle's
only go al past t he Mule goali e
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Bill Hathaway is an active and hard working
*«•'¦«
Congressman. He's married and has two chilTOl
¦ JM M%WVf %
dren. He has devoted his adult life to public ¦
¦*» ««
service,, including eight years as Congressman I I
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from Maine's Second District.
Hathaway for Senate Comm it toe/Goorgo Orestis , Tfeasurer/Auburn , Maine

tired of frat parties or bars or doing nothing ?
finally an alternative

GRAND OP ENING

the COFFEEHOUSE

this week featuring a gala performance by:
DREAM RAG with LOAF
English, Livermore, Brown

&

THE NORTH COUNTRY RAMBLERS
Prickett and Livingstone

LIVE MUSIC ! EXCITING WAITRESSES'! EXCITING WAITERS ! FOOD!
Cover Charge only 25£ (non-profit)
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SANDWICHES-DAGWOODS
PABST BLU E RIBBON
on tap
FREE DELIVERY vdth $5
food order
TELEPHONE 2-2400
OPEN 6 DAYS
11 a .m -midnite
SUNDAYS AND HOLIDAYS
. ::

¦ ¦ "¦ ¦
4 p. m -11 p. m
WOODSY OWL HOOTS:
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•MclNTOSH
•KLH
•ADVENT
•BOSE
•DUAL
•SANSUI
•B&O
•GARRARD
•REVOX
•TANDBERG

»TDK (tape)
•SONY
• MARANTZ
•PHILIPS
•SCOTT
«SHERWOOD
•SHURE
•MIRACORD
*THORENS
•WOLLENSAK

New England
Music Co.

Maine's Leading Stereo Center
109 Center Street, Portland 772-2869
145 ¦A Main Street,Waterville 872-5754

GIVE A HOOT DON'T POLLUTE
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Dirty Eock and Roll wi th Mike
Don 't forget the Sunday Brunch :
Steak & Eggs , Toas t and Jam
and all the Coffee you can drink
also omelets , bacon &eggs , pan fries I
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Marion Brown Jr.
Jan-Plans
The Comnktee on Special
Programs has set November 15
as the ABSOLUTE deadline for
reviewing independent Jan Plans
of freshmen and sophomores and
proposed plans of juniors and
seniors outside their major fields.
If you have a question as to where
you stand in this regard contact
the Director of Special Programs,
Prof. Kany in 203 Eustis.

Mandala Film
John Ford's classic film, JHow
Green Was My Valley will be
shown tonight at 7:30 p.m at
the Mandala Community Workshop on North St. in Waterville.
This is the first in a series of six
outstanding films sponsored by
the Mine Commission on the
Arts and Humanities.

Marion Brown Jr. , a jazz
saxaphonist and Asst. Professor ,
of Music at Bowdoin will be at
Colby Thursday, Nov. 9. At
3:00 there will be a conversation
with Marion Brown in Smith Lounge,
and afterwards he will give a lecture
entitled "The Role of Music in
African Life." The lectu re is in
Dunn Lounge at 7:30 pm. There i
will be a reception after the lee/
ture in Smith Lounge.
V

Square Dance!
JHBo^S^
L

^

Lost - Found - Stolen
Lost:Found-Stolen
Report from the Department
of Buildings and Grounds.
Stolen :
10/26/72 - From Woodmanantique milk can with flowers
Vocational Interest Test
in it.
10/26/72 - FromMary Low Annex
For the benefit of those freshmen rear wheel assembly and sprocket
who may have missed it and
from bicycle.
,
juniors
and
for the sophomores
10/28/72 - From Runnals Unionseniors who would like to take it, small walnut table and table lamp.
the Strong Vocational Interest
10/29/72 - From Small HallBlank Test will be offered again
walnut coffee table.
on Monday , November 13 at
Lost:
7 pm in Lovejoy 215. An interest 10/26/72 - In Lovejoy 109 measurement examination designed man 's wrist watch - gold case for adults, the test takes an average black strap - Ronald Schwartz.
of 30 - 40 minutes. It is a valuable
tool utilized by the Career Coun- Found :
Hall seling office in individual student 10/31/72 Near Coburn
lasses
'
lastic
rimmed
g
man
s
p
vocational counseling.
and case. See John Lombard ,
Interested students who wish to
HR , Coburn.
take the examination on Nov:
Also : Mr. Walter AcAleer at
13 may do so by dropping in at
and
the stockroom at B&G has
the Career Counseling office
a stock of keys ,glasses and
leaving their names. This will be
cases, hats, coats, jackets, etc.
the last opportunity to take this
Drop in to see him or call 222
examination this year.

I
I

Music in African Life

Marion Brown , Jr., a renowned jazz saxophonist.and
I composer , will deliver a lecture next Thursday at 7:30 p.m.
I in Dunn Lounge . Brown , an assist ant professor of music
>* at Bowdoin , will speak on "The Role of Music in African
Life."
|
In 1971 Brown conducted an independent stud y in the
I
role
of music in African life, const ruction and diffusion
I
I of musical instruments in Africa and the Orient, and const ru
I tion of multi-percussion instruments.
A native of Atlanta , he st udies sax, clarinet, and oboe
I
in high school and began playing wit h an A t lanta t eenage
group before joining the U.S. Army bandinl949.
The veteran musician played with Johnny Hod ges in
A t lant a in 1957 and lat er wit h Archie Shapp in New York
I City . Brown formed his own group in 1965 and appeared
I in LeRoi
Jones' orig inal production of "The Dutchman."
|
Brown 's major fields of interest are composit ion , imI
provisation , rrusic f° r tne theater, and ethnomusicology|the stud y of folk and primit ive music and t heir relat ion t o
Ft he cult ures and peoples to which they belong.
Before joiningt he Bowdoin facult y last year he was a
music consul tant to the Yale Child Center
Stud y Project
^
in tne New Haven public schools and a music instructor
j
|a t Dixwdl Children 's Art Center in New Haven. In 1968-9
Brown was Composer-in-Residence at the Cite-des-Arts
|
Jin Paris , conducting independent stud y.
,
He will bring with him African instruments from his /
|
collect ion on his t rip t o Colby.
|
^

Powder & Wig
Colby College Powder & Wig
presents Tom Stoppard 's
"Rosencrantz and Guildenstern
are Dead". Fri day,r and Saturday
Nov. 10 & 11, at tine Waterville
Opera House, at 8:00 pm. Tickets
are $1.50.

Photo Competition

The Maine State Commission on
the Arts and Humanities has announced the establishment of a
new statewide biennial photography competition and exhibition: Photography : Maine/73.
The competition is open to anyone who resides in Maine at least
two months of the year. Judging
will take place in three categories: black-and-white prints,
color prints, and color transpaWhite House Fellow
rencies. While treatment of subject matter and technique may
Application forms are now
be non-traditional, all photographs
available for those interested
must be taken in Maine.
in becoming a White House
Complete rules and entry forms
Fellow. To be eligible a person
may be obtained by writing Phomust be a citizen of the United
tography: Maine, Maine State
States and at least 23 years old
by September 1, 1973. Selection Commission of the Arts and Huwill be further United to persons manities, State House, Augusta,
04330.
who:
1. Have demonstrated unusual
ability, high moral character,
outstanding motivation , and "
a broad capacity for leadership;
2. Show exceptional promise
of future development ; and
3. Are dedicated to the institutions
of the United States.
For Consideration In The 1973
ProgramThis Application Must
Be Postmarked No Later Than
December 15, 1972.
Further information and application
blanks are available in the office
of Dean of Faculty, Eustis 305.
Ski Team

There will be an Outing Club
Square Dance this Saturday,
Nov. 4, at 8:00 in Runnals Union
Admission is 50 cents for COC
members and 75 cents for nonmembers. Free Cider and donut
holes.

The Colby Ski Team won its
first meet on Wednesday. They
won the IFL Cross Country
Championships. Ski team
member Mark Helmus won t he
race covering the two and a
half mile course in 14:06.
Tau Delt was t he only frat ernit y
to score points toward the Bixler Bowl as it finished second.
No ot her frat ernit y ent ered a
complete team.

Sunday Cinema
Sunday Cinema presents the
Marx Brot hers in "Hdrse Feathers" Friday at 7:30 and 10:00
and Saturday at 7:30. L 100,
75c/.
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VILLAGE BARBERS
RAZOR STYLES
MOD CUTS
REGU LA R CUTS
HAIR PIECES

HHEa.
^Br
BBS ¦ ¦B;

113 Main st.
Waterville
873-1344

Cliristmas creations a la Black l ;orest , h a n d m a d e in Hawaii from
ori g inal , three-dimensional des i gns to delig ht th e
.
collector. I-'or treasured g ifts , choose from over 200
items , each hand-painted in gay Christmas colors.
$S
V
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New York , N. Y.

LEARN TO FLY!
TRY OUR $5
INTRODUCTORY LESSON.
Call 872-5555

BERR Y ' S

STATIONER

74 M A IN STREET
WA TER V I L L E
MAI NE
On T h e C o n c o u r s e an d M a i n S t r r r t

S

